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Ff7 battle arena slot trick

The game is always on at Hard Rock Casinos, where stars ff7 battle square slow down slots are made every night. If your home consumes fewer decks, expect them to change some rules to compensate. When I say choose handicaps, it means you have to get a bit good at manipulating the slots. Use the square to try and slot time better, hopefully you have good enough to pick
the handicap you want. If you have the necessary equipment and are lucky, you should get an Omnislash within 3-4 full course of the battlefield. Battle Square. There is so much to say about this that we have made a separate side of Battle Square. Bone Village Digging game. Bone Village is an excavation camp, operated by trained specialists who are looking for fossils and relics.
You will have to come here to play for the item at some point. I usually try on Battle Square when weapons are unleashed in the world, and after the Golden Chocobo is propagated, I defeat the Ultima Weapons and obtain the ultimate Cloud weapon. If I land on All Materia Is Broken in Battle Square, the cloud is usually strong enough to simply use physical attacks to send enemies
at this point, either way. Final Fantasy VII Best Places for EXP/AP/Gil Guide. EXP/AP/GIL received vary depending on the number of enemies appearing in each battle encounter. Most of these weapons have no connection. Easy Handicaps in Battle Square: Quickly tap Square during the slot machine handicap sequence in the Battle Square section of the Golden Saucer. The
slots will slow down, which will make it easier to choose a handicap. Note: This trick will also work in a similar way with cait sith border break. The Golden Saucer Battlefield is an arena where one character fights a series of up to eight battles. After each fight, your character receives a handicap selected by the slot machine system. After the last battle, or if you give up at the end of
the battle, you will receive battle points (BP). The amount of BP you get depends on what you're fighting, how you kill enemies, and what handicaps you have. If you throw before the last enemy of the series, your BP will be drastically reduced. However, if you die, you will not get anything. Therefore, close ONLY if you are sure that you cannot survive until the next battle. You can
use any character on the battlefield. Most people use the cloud. I will refer to the character used as him, even though the female character can be used just as easily. Use the character with your ultimate weapon. If your character is male, equip your Guard Escort armor. If your character is a woman, use Minerva Bangle. A critical accessory in Battle Square is the Ribbon. To get
Keystone, you need to make a battlefield once without it (on drive 1). Use everything you want that time. However, you should never try to on Battle Square for BP without Ribbon Ribbon Square matter strategy is different from what you normally expect. There is no ap experience or profit in Battle Square, so use the mastered matter, if available, otherwise your highest copy of the
matter. If you equip yourself with combinations with excessive power supply, you will lose BP. Therefore, do not use the following materials: Final Attack, Mime, Knights of the Round or any master of matter. So what should be equipped? I recommend the following combinations of matter and matter: Enemy Skill (critical skills: White Wind, Trine and Big Guard), Added Effect +
Include (in weapons with at least level 2), Transform (at least level 2; if you have enough, put with added effect in armor slots), Restore (at least level 3), Comet (level 2 or better) + Steal as Well, Odin, and enough HP Plus to reach 9999 HP (or near it). Before you start fighting, go to the item menu and arrange your items so that they are useful in battle. You may need to have them
available in a hurry! Manually change them so that healing items are on top, followed by status removal items, with attack elements below that, and useless things (greens, phoenix falls, etc.) at the bottom. Battle Arena is a game that responds quickly to changes in your situation. These challenges are generated by the Automat between enemies. The following table lists the best
course of action for each possible slot result. Generally try to get the frog, mini, and level down the gap at the beginning of the sequence, and try to break the matter, break the weapon or other crippling nest on the last or next-last enemy. Avoid Lucky 7 and Cure (unless you really need it) as they will lower bp. If you don't think you can last for another fight, close. Some BP is better
than not BP. SlotCourse of ActionOutlookAll Materia BrokenJust keep attacking;cure with itemsYou can continue as long as you still have weapons, armor and command object usefulKommand Materia BrokenJust play without commands. As long as you still have magic or objects you should still be fineIndependant Materia BrokenOuch! Your HP doesn't go! Keep a great guard
whenever possible - it should protect you. Painful, but not too serious unless you have a lot of 1/2 HPs.Support Materia BrokenWho cares? Try to get this one. Who cares? Try to get this one. Summon Materia BrokenOdin can get you out of a tough fight, but it's not necessary. Play without it. Who cares? Try to get this one. Magic Materia BrokenUse commands and items to
replace magic effects. You're fine as long as you have weapons, items, and uninterrupted command matter. MiniWon't affect you unless you lose your accessory. Delete the status IMMEDIATELY, if applicable. No long-term problemFrogWon't affect you unless you lose your accessory. Delete the status IMMEDIATELY, if applicable. Not long-term impact on you unless you lose
your accessory. Delete the state soon, if applicable. However, poison is not an urgent problem, such as a frog and a mini. This is not a long-term problem1/2 problem1/2 you have not done this before in the battle sequence, you throw Big Guard.Just avoid the next speed 1/2; accumulate. Weapons BrokenUse magic, enemy skills, or summon do damage instead of just avoiding
another weapon damaged; strangely enough, they accumulate. You should also avoid gaps that break matter. Armor BrokenKep your HP up, and keep big guard. For some strange reason, broken armor stacks up; you won't get another one. Another strange thing about broken armor is that it doesn't affect the protection of armor elements. Accessory BrokenIt's why you have
Transform equipped: Lalag is the only thing you can throw when you're one. Avoid getting status-changing slots because you're no longer protected from them. You can do a SealedNothing command. Objects were only a last resort anyway. Avoid damaged sockets at all costs1/2 HPIf your maximum HP weakens, use Big Guard to protect yourself. Just avoid another 1/2 HP; they
are cumulative.1/2 MPTo which is why you have Magic Hammer and Ethers.If your max MP gets too low, you won't be able to use good spells. Avoid this at all costs.1/2 HP &amp; MPA double whammy! Your strategy for dealing with it is the same as with two separate 1/2 HP and 1/2 MP sockets. MP 0Directly use Turbo Ether! If the item command is broken, you will be screwed. If
your matter is broken, of course don't worry about Turbo Ether.This slot causes serious problems, but it won't kill you except in bad circumstances.10 DownSlightly levels reduce fighter stats until you complete a series of battles. Who cares? Try to make this one.5 DownSlight levels reduce your fighter stats until the battle series ends. Who cares? Try to get this one. Time X 30
DamageDeals deals damage equal to the number of seconds it took you to defeat the last group of enemies multiplied by 30. If this is greater than pw, the X 30 time will set HP to 1. Either way, use the medicinal effect IMMEDIATELY! If you are lucky, you will live. Otherwise, next time more luck. CureFully heals your character - what do you need to do? Warning - any cure slot will
reduce your earnings BP. Lucky 7Lucky 7 has no effect - what do you need to do? Warning - each lucky 7 slot will reduce your BP earnings. Good luck! If you travel to Drive 3 BattleGround after capturing W-Summon and the Omnislash Limit Reach Guide, you will be invited to participate in a special battle. The strategy is the same, but you can use any equipment in a special
battle. Motorola droid turbo 2 sd socket. Ignore all my advice on increasing BP here; Your only goal is to survive eight battles against specially selected boss enemies. If you can beat the last guy (Proud Clod), material final attack. EntranceArena LobbyDio's MuseumArenaGateway to Heaven KeystoneMany battle arena awards, including Omnislash The The change depending on
where the player is in history It is a battle arena. Show me your fighting skills. Only you, my boy, expect a good fight! Dio The Battle Square, also known as the Battle Arena or Colosseum, is a place in the Golden Saucer in Final Fantasy VII. It is a battle arena where the player selects one character and fights in a glove-style match, facing eight enemies in a row to earn points to
exchange for rewards. The Battle Square becomes available when the player captures the buggy. The player must once take part in battles in the arena when Dio tells the team that he will give them Keystone if cloud agrees to entertain him. Starting a battle on Battle Square earns an achievement in the PC version of Battle Square, which will re-release Final Fantasy VII. Story[edit
| edit source] Spoiler warning: Chart and/or ending details after. (Select section) On your first visit to the Golden Saucer, Battle Square is under renovation. When the site visits him after joining Cait Sith, they discover that someone has shot many people in the area. Dio finds the party and believes it's criminals. When the party tries to both explain and escape, they are surrounded
by security robots that throw them into Corel prison. Later, the Battlefield is launched, and after clearing its name, the Cloud returns to find Keystone in the Dio Museum. Dio finds that Cloud watches him and offers him if the Cloud entertains him while fighting in the arena. Cloud does and Dio gives him keystone. When a Meteor is summoned, two personnel are summoned to Elope
Battle Square, and the Cloud may qualify for a special round in the arena. The location[edit | edit source] Battle Square is one of eight zones in the Golden Saucer, and the fifth from the left of the entrance to the Golden Saucer. It is accessible from all zones. The player enters the Battle Square from the entrance. The Battle Square is divided into different locations. The main
attraction is the arena available during battles, and the player will otherwise spend time in the arena lobby. On Battle Square there is a museum Dio, an exhibition hall on the side of the lobby. A secluded area outside the lobby is a room where prisoners can be imprisoned and thrown into Corel Prison. Input[edit | edit source] Input. The entrance (Battle Square in the menu) is the
first location of the Battle Square and the only way to access it. It has eight doors leading to other areas of the theme park, each titled above with the name of battle square in a unique color. On both sides there are doors to the entrance to the Golden Saucer. A purple carpet staircase leads to the square's attractions. From the outside it looks like a castle, a veil on a purple canvas
depicting a sword and a shield on both sides. Under the curtains of light shine a yellow and purple ray into the sky. The door leads to the arena lobby. In the middle above the entrance there is a shield symbol with Swords. During the player's first visit to Battle Square, male staff will prevent them from climbing the stairs, citing renovations. When the player returns after hiring Cait
Sith from Miracle Square, he finds a falling cover and the Cloud falls into the lobby. When the player returns later, the man will tell about the curator's collection displayed in the arena, but will no longer be here after the events in the Northern Cave at the beginning of Part 2. A woman standing next to a long staircase is located here after the player returns. Talking to her (she
appears only after the party has been imprisoned), choosing This is an idea, and then beating the eighth round in the arena and talking to her again, earns Sprint Shoes. Defeating a special match or a normal match counts. If someone selects No Interest, even after winning eight consecutive battles, they will disappear and the player will not receive the accessory. She only once
gives an accessory. Each time a player enters the entrance, their BP will become 0, which means that each time a player leaves the lobby, they will lose their accumulated points. Arena Lobby[edit | edit source] Arena Lobby (闘技ドドー, Tōgijō Robī?) is a place where a player can sign up for battles and earn rewards. On the left and right sides of the entrance there are machines
where the player can spend the accumulated BP on prizes. The man standing at the machine on the right will explain Battle Square, but only once. At the back of the room in the corners there are two help points, whose staff allow players to sign up for matches. In the center at the back and up a few stairs there is a door to the arena. Above the door there is a sign with a skull and
the word CHALLENGER. On the left and right there are blue curtains with a symbol of the sword and shield, such as those at the entrance. A purple carpet runs in the middle of the room. On the right there is a door with a DIOs SHOW ROOM sign leading to the Dio Museum. For the first time the player here is many shot shinra infantry will lie on the floor, and Dio and security stop
the party player. Then the party will run into the arena. Dio Museum[edit | edit source] Dio Museum. From the lobby of the arena you can enter the Dio Museum(⽰) This area is bordered by the valuable Dio estates. At the back of the room there is a portrait of Dio, while the central element remains empty for part of the game, otherwise containing keystone. The player must enter
this area after obtaining a Tiny Bronco to take keystone. Dio asks Cloud to enter the arena, but the player earns Keystone regardless of whether he escapes, is defeated, or if they succeed in eight battles. The player does not receive BP from battles, but if he wins all eight, Dio grants the player a protective vest and choco pen. Star Cup (Japanese杯, Hoshi Hai?) Weekend Clock
(週末の時計, Shūmatsu no Tokei?) (Japaneseペラ⾶機, Puropera Hikouki?) Laugh Seedling (笑えぎ, Warau Naegi?) Slayer Pool Sureiyā not Tsubo?) Chisa Mask (Japanese, Chisa no Kamen?) Portrait of Dio (Japanese, Dio Ga?) Type D equipment (D⼤⼤装備, D Gata Sōbi?) Hot air balloon (熱球, Netsukikyuu?) Zauger Cup (Japanese 杯, Zouge no Hai?) Call Gourd (呼天天け⽇
ひ,000, Yobikakeru Hyōtan?) Kleine's Pot (クラインのぼ, Kurain no Tsubo?) Keystone (ドーストーン, Kīsutōn?) Add a photo to this Arena gallery[edit | edit source] battle arena. Arena (闘技, Tōgijō?) is an area only briefly visited. In the center of the place where fights take place. The arena is down the stairs, and has a sidewalk around it and a moat of purple water. In the center of
the circle surrounding the arena fills the sentence: The brave are not afraid of the grave. At the back of the arena there is an entrance to the Gateway to Heaven room. Battle Square Floor. The arena enters when the player decides to fight in the Battle Square and begins with the player running into the arena and preparing for battle before the battle begins. The player is chased in
the area during history, where they are surrounded by security robots that take the site to the Gate to Heaven. Although the player can never control the characters in this room, the exits are still programmed. This is proof that the Gateway to Heaven room is located behind an arena that is otherwise only shifted by fading black from the arena. Gate to Heaven[edit | editing source]
Gate to Heaven. Gateway to Heaven is a goo-covered stone room behind the arena. In the middle there is a round trap door with the text GATEWAY TO HEAVEN around it. The door is operated by the machine in the corner. This gate is used to bring monsters into battle, chains on the wall are used to stop them. This area is visited when cloud and its active batch are arrested by
Dio. Security robots capture prisoners and jump through the gate to Corel Prison. Arena minigame[edit | edit source] Rules[edit | edit source] Battle on Battle Square. You fight here and collect battle points. You can then exchange these points for rewards. NPC Player pays 10 GP to participate. The player must first select a team member for the fight, which is then sent to the
arena. They fight in a battle, after which they see how many battle points they have accumulated and can choose to continue or drop. If they continue, a slot reel will appear and spin, giving the player a handicap based on the result. The player continues to fight until he resigns, wins all eight matches or is defeated. If a player loses, they will receive a worthless consolation prize. If
they give up or win, they will receive battle points (BP). BP can be exchanged for items (see below) on Battle Square, including Cloud's final Limit Break manual, Omnislash. BP is reset when a player leaves Battle Square, so players should try to spend all points before exiting. However, the player enters the Battle Square, is how they leave the Battle Square. HP and MP return to
values as before the introduction, and one would enter with a full Limit Break bar, one would leave Battle Square with a full Limit Break bar, regardless of whether he used the limit in battle. The status effects that enter Battle Square remain intact, such as Fury or Sadness. Since battle results are not displayed even after all battles have been won, the player will not earn experience
points or skill points, and enemies killed in Battle square do not count towards learning new limits. Since the player's status returns to the point where he was before entering battles in the Battlefield, the player can not learn the enemy's skills from the monsters there; even if the skill appears to have been learned, it will disappear from Matter when the player returns to the field.
However, all items used will be lost from the player's inventory, and the player can still turn enemies into items and steal them. Enemies[edit | edit source] Battle background. The monsters in the Battle Square change depending on the point in the game where the player is located. There are two pools of enemies, from which the encounters are randomly drawn, and the chance to
finish with group A or B is the same. Enemies in both pools are the same enemies, and the enemies in the final rounds are always alone in both pools. Some of the enemies encountered in Battle Square are very rare and dangerous, including Stilva, Malboro, Blue Dragon, Ghost Ship and Snake. Arena enemies have twice as many hit points as usual, and their attack and magic
attack receive a 25% bonus, making them stronger than regular encounters. Two enemies, Ho-chu and Tonberry, fight exclusively in Battle Square. Both enemies were originally supposed to fight elsewhere, but formations cannot be combated by the usual means in the end game. Ho-chu was supposed to be an inevitable encounter in the Ancient Forest, and Tonberry a meeting
in the Whirlpool Maze. Its counterpart, Master Tonberry, can still be found in the last areas of the Northern Cave dungeon. Until Tiny Bronco becomes available[edit | edit source] As soon as the buggy is available. Battle Group A Group B 1 Battle 305: 2x Mono Drive310: 2x Grunt313: 3x Grunt325: 1x Guard Hound 326: 2x Guard Hound327: 1x Grashtrike331: 2x Chuse Tank333:
3x Grashtrike 2nd Battle 360: 3x Blugu369: 2x Hedgestage Pie376: 2x Whole Eater389: 2x Sahagin, 1x Ceasar 368: 3x Hedgestage Pie377: 1x Whole Eater, 2x Hedgestage Pie[note 1]388: 3x Ceasar395: 1x Sweeper 3. Battle 396 : 2x Cripshay, 1x Deenglow398: 3x Ghost399: 2x Ghost, 1x Deenglow400: 1x Eligor 397: 2x Deenglow401: 3x Deenglow404: 2x Aero Combatant411:
1x Eligor 4th Battle 427: 2x Sword Dance4 36: 1x Moth Slasher444: 2x Brain Pod449: 1x Vargid Police, 1x Zenene 425: 1x Sword Dance428: 3x Sword Dance438: 2x Moth Slasher 445: 1x Brain Pod 5th Battle 032: 1x Devil Ride044: 3x Kalm Fang049 : 3x Levrikon053: 2x Elfadunk 033: 2x Custom Sweeper048: 1x 2x Mu054: 1x Levrikon, 2x Elfadunk059: 2x Levrikon 6th Battle
472: 2x Madouge436: 3x Castanets444: 3x Crawler, 1x Ark Dragon449: 5x Crawler 473: 2x Madouge, 3x Crawler477: 4x Castanets478: 2x Castanets, 1x Ark Dragon, 1x Crawler484: 4x Scrutin Eye 7th Battle 064: 2x Nerosuferoth066: 1x Zemzelett075: 5x Capparvir 4x Beachplug[note 2] 065: 2x Nerosuferoth, 1x Formula071: 2x Formula072: 1x Zemzelett083 : 1x Nerosuferoth, 2x
Capparwire 8th Battle 070: 1x Hell Rider VR2085: 1x Grangalan[Note 3]479: 2x Bagnadrana102: 1x Harpy 070: 1x Hell Rider VR2085: 1x Grangalan[note 4]479: 2x Swamp102: 1x Harps When Tiny Bronco is available[edit | edit source] Available before moving beyond the third atmospheric wall in the Whirlwind Maze. Battle Group B 1 Battle 525: 1x Bullmotor526: 2x Bullmotor095:
2x Spencer107: 4x Flapbeat[Note 5] 100: 2x Joker117: 1x Flapbeat118: 2x Flapbeat119: 3x Spencer, Spencer 1x Flapbeat*(Covered Spencer A) 2nd Battle 108: 1x Grand Horn109: 2x Gagighandi110: 2x Grand Horn136: 1x Crown Lance 113: 3x Gagighandi114: 2x Gagighandi492: 3x Needle Kiss494: 1x Needle Lance, 1x Crown Search , 1x Swamp 3rd Battle 528 : 1x Kimara
Bug534: 1x Flower Prong538: 1x Heavy Tank115: 1x Gagighandi, 2x Touch Me 529: 1x Touch Me530: 2x Kimara Bug532: 1x Flower Prong 536: 1 x Heavy Tank 4 Battle 120: 3x Bagrisk125: 1x Griffin126: 1x Golem129: 2x Desert Sahagin 121: 1x Griffin122: 2x Desert Sahagin127: 2x Skeeskee, 1x Griffin134: 2x Crown Lance 5 Battle 124: 3x Skeeskee540 : 4x Heg543: 3x Sneaky
Step553 : 2x Gi Spector 542: 2x Heg, 1x Sneaky Step545: 5x Heg548: 1x Sneaky Step, 3x Heg*(Heg B is covered by Sneaky Step)554: 3x Gi Spector 6th Battle 144: 2x Bahba Velamyu146: 6x Battery Cap[note 6]148: 3x Nibel Wolf150: 2x Nibel Wolf, 1x Velcher Task 145: 4x Battery Cap, 1x Valron*(Covered by Battery Cover B, Cap C)149 : 2x Velcher Task155: 3x Valron144: 2x
Bahba Velamyu[Note 7] 7th Battle 569: 4x Black Bat582: 1x Sonic Speed, 2x Kyuvilduns589: 3x Twin Brain592: 2 1x Twin Brain 568: 3x Black Bat581: 3x Kyuvilduns584: 3x Sonic Speed596: 5x Kyuvilduns[Note 9] 8 Battle 558: 1x Ghirofelgo573: 1x Ying, 1x Yang591: 1x Zuu599: 1x Dragon 558 : 1x Ghirofelgo573: 1x Ying, 1x Yang591 : 1x Zuu599: 1x Dragon After acquiring
Highwind[edit | edit source] After reopening the Golden Saucer, after the cloud has returned from Mideel is available. Battle group B Group B 1 battle 604: 3x Razor Weed606: 2x Jayjujayme, 1x Bizarre Bug609: 2x Foulander610: 3x Foulander 613: 2x Garuda614: 2x Jayjujayme, 1x Garuda617: 3x Garuda182: 2x Dual Horn 2nd Battle 179: 1x Adamantaimai185: 2x Under
Lizard186: 1x Tonadu190: 2x Kelzmelzer 177: 2x Bizarre Bug, 1x Tail Vault180: 1x Under Lizard187: 1x Tonadu189: 5x Slaps 3rd Battle 641 : 1x Doorbull642: 3x Ancient Dragon647: 3x Toxic Frog, 1x Jemnezmy650: 2x 8 eye 636: 1x Doorbull640: 2x Ancient Dragon645: 2x Toxic Frog, 1x Jemnezmy651: 2x 8 eye 4h Battle 192: 1x Vlakorados194: 2x Trickplay656: 1x Boundfat, 3x
661: 1x Trickplay, 2x Boundfat201: 2x Jumping209: 2x Ice Golem212: 1x Hippogriff 5th Battle 672: 3x Shred692: 2x Lessaloploth696: 1x Magnade210: 3x Jumping 673: 2x Frozen Nail674: 2x Shred, 1x Frozen Nail680: 1x Lessaloploth694: 1x Snow, 1x Lessaloploth 6th Battle 705: 1x Stilva713: 1x Cuahl, 2x Headbomber727: 2x Gremlin, 1x Sculpture732: 1x Ironite, 2x Wind Wing
700: 3x Headbomber706: 2x Headbomber, 1x Zolokalter711: 3x Evilhead712: 2x Cuahl 7th Battle 701: 1x Malboro714: 1x Blue Dragon721: 1x Gigas731: 1x Dragon Rider 724: 3x Gremlin730: 2x Wind Wing733: 2x Ironite956: 1x Tonberry 8th Battle 804: 1x Serpent227: 1x Sea Worm795: 1x Ho-chu765: 1x Ghost Ship 804: 1x Serpent227: 1x Sea Worm795: 1x Ho-chu765: 1x Ghost
Ship Battle Points and prizes[edit | edit source] The player always starts with 10 points and goes on to win more Battle Points for the second and successive matches , that is, every time they have a handicap. The handicap determines the number of points awarded, the inferior handicaps giving the better BP, but this is noticeable only in the last rounds. If the player wins all the
matches or decides to end the fight, he will take the bp he has accumulated; No points are awarded if a player is killed or petried in battle. BP are awarded even when the player uses escape magic or smoke bombs, but not if the player uses the escape battle menu command. The maximum BP value that can be obtained in one run is 12,586. After different runs, the player can
accumulate a maximum of 65,000 BP, in which if he gets more BP, they will be lost. Battle Points can be exchanged for items in terminals, but if a player leaves Battle Square at any time, battle points will be reset to zero. Rewards can be purchased multiple times, with the exception of omnislash manual and W-Summon Matter, which can only be purchased once. Awards[edit |
source of editing] Awards available in terminals, and their costs (in BP) Award Before Tiny Bronco After Tiny Bronco After Highwind Elixir 80 N / A N / A Phoenix Down 160 100 N / Shrapnel 320 N / A N / Ether 640 N / A N / A Remedy N / A 200 100 MEmmet Greens [Note: 10] 1280 400 N/A Fury Ring 2560 N/A N/A Enemy Bait[Note 11] 5120 800 250 Bird Wing N/A 1600 N/A S-
Mine[Note 12] N/A 3200 N/A Right Arm[[. Note 13] N/A N/A 500 Pre-Emptive 10240 6400 1000 Regan Greens[Note 14] N/A N/A 2000 Speed Plus 20480 12800 4000 Stardust N/A N/A 8 Championship Belt000[Note 15 ] 40960 25600 16000 Omnislash[note 16] N/A 51200 32000 W-Summon[note 16] N/A N/A 64000 Handicaps[edit | edit source] After each battle, the player must
spin the reel; depending on what the reel stops, they get a handicap. Some inconveniences can be avoided, or their effects minimized, with hardware. The player receives more BP inferior handicaps they get, and later round they fought to- if they receive all materia's broken handicap in the eighth fight, they will win over 10,000 BP. So taking bigger handicaps intentionally risky, it
can be The player can slow down the reels a bit by tapping . Another trick is to hold that would stop rotating the reel; However, it also hides drum graphics. The player will want to stop the reel with the handicap before the one he wants appears. After stopping the reel, let go quickly and tap . With some practice on time, the player should be able to stop the reel on the desired
handicap. The first reel determines the results on all subsequent reels, as getting a reel with only one handicap will cause all subsequent reels to roll through only one handicap, with a different handicap each time up to about match 6. If a player receives this unfortunate pattern, the reels will never spin a handicap to which the player would be immune. The player can also get a
pattern in which he finds a positive handicap in each reel. Another common pattern is that the reels contain a certain handicap once per reel, usually status. This can still occur when the player is resistant to this status, so the player can potentially get the same score for each reel and has no effect; however, the status handicaps do not offer significant BP. Seventh and eighth
matches earn significantly more BP than in earlier rounds; the amount awarded for handicaps is multiplied by successively higher numbers as matches progress, the latter two being much higher. Italic numbers mean that the handicap cannot be won in this round in normal play. Battle points with handicap symbol effect, in round 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Magic Matter is broken Player can no
longer use Magic Matter. Any changes to statistics caused by equipped Magic Matter are negated. 15 28 58 145 445 1755 9425 Summon Materia is damaged Player is no longer able to use Summon Materia. Any changes in statistics due to equipped Summoned Matter are negated. 10 18 37 90 276 1127 6527 Support Matter is damaged Player Support Material Break. Any
changes in statistics caused by the equipped support material are negated. 10 18 37 91 281 1159 6808 Independent Materia is a broken Independent Matter player breaks. Any changes in statistics caused by equipped Independent Materia are negated. 11 20 40 99 301 1196 6645 Command Materia is corrupt Player is no longer able to use the Materia Command. Any changes in
statistics caused by equipped command matter shall be negated. 5 8 17 41 132 633 4983 All matter is damaged All breaks player matter. Any changes in statistics caused by equipped Matter are negated. 15 28 59 149 463 1866 10000 Accessory is a broken accessories player breaks, negating any effects he had. 10 18 35 84 248 953 5083 Item command is sealed Player can no
longer use items. 13 23 48 118 355 1368 7201 Armor is damaged Reducing the player's defenses. Any elemental resistance acquired by armor is negated. The player can still any material equipped with armor. The effect is cumulative. 10 17 33 73 194 654 2903 Weapon is broken Player's attack power sharply The player can still use any matter equipped with a weapon. The effect
is cumulative. 15 27 57 140 419 1602 8246 1/2 the speed of rotation is halved; is different from the word. The effect is cumulative. 5 7 11 19 35 77 202 Minimum Deals small to the player. 5 8 16 36 108 453 2940 Poison inflicts poison on the player. 4 6 9 16 33 82 257 Order inflicts Frog per player. 6 10 19 44 130 520 3069 Damage time x30 Player takes damage equivalent to how
long they fought - the longer they fought, the more damage they take. Total game time (hours) * 30 is the damage done. If the calculated damage is greater than the character's current HP, its current HP will be reduced to 1. 9 15 26 54 130 379 1401 Down 5 levels The player level is reduced by 5, mainly reducing the physical and magical damage dealt by the player. 5 8 13 25 58
166 627 Down 10 levels The player level is reduced by 10, mainly reducing the physical and magical damage of the player to enemies. 10 16 28 53 118 308 968 1/2 HP The maximum HP value of a player is halved (calculations based on the current maximum value[note 17] of the actual value[note 18]. It does not affect their current HP unless their current HP is more than half of
their maximum HP. 13 22 40 84 204 591 2119 1/2 MP The maximum MP value of the player is halved (calculations based on the current[note 20] actual[note 21] maximum value). It does not affect their current MP unless their current MP is more than half their max MP. The minimum MP value is limited to 10 [note 22]. 12 20 36 73 173 485 1669 1/2 HP&amp;MP The player
receives the above two handicaps. 13 22 43 94 244 775 3134 Zero MP Mp player is reduced to zero. MP can still be recovered from the items. 11 19 33 70 171 502 1855 yes! No handicapp! The player does not receive a handicap. 7 7 7 7 7 7 Restored player HP is restored equal to half of the player's maximum HP. 1 1 1 1 1 1 [1] Strategy[edit | edit source] It is recommended that
the player be equipped with the strongest weapon of his character and powerful armor and ribbon, if available. The ribbon prevents status complaints by giving the player a handful of safe handicaps, as Small, Frog and Poison won't affect them if they appear on the reel. The player can also pair additional effect matter with Hades Materia to protect against multiple status effects.
The Resist status effect does not protect against statuses obtained from handicap reels, which can lead to a serious handicap, as resist status will prevent the player from removing status with normal Esuna spells and healing items when applied. The player can use the material skills of the enemy with Big Guard (for Rush, Barrier and MBarrier), Magic Hammer (for mp



replenishment) and Dragon Force (for enhanced defense) learned. HP Plus, MP Plus and Luck Plus (for a better chance of critical hit) Matter are also like the high-end Restore Matter. If a player's matter is lost or loses all of their MP due to should have some useful items to compensate for. In endgame potions and X-Potions you can easily get through the W-Item duplication error,
or stolen/dropped from enemies in the Northern Cave. For a more physical and aggressive strategy, it is recommended to use double cut or slash-all. If the Slash-All is upgraded to Flash, the player can immediately send most enemies in one turn. It is also useful to place the fighter in the back row to deal less damage and use long-range matter (or characters with long-range
weapons). Materia and Sneak Attack counter-attack equipment allows the player to perform more turns, and equipping multiple Counterattacks materia at once also accumulates. Battles won't reward an EXP, AP, or item player, so it's a good thing to prioritize defending against the number of Materia slots when choosing armor; For example, Gigas Armlet (stolen from Gigas),
Adaman Bangle (stolen from Adamantaimai), and even Ziedrich (stolen from the Turks: Rude) are good for Battle Square because of its high defense, despite having several Materia slots. One of the best possible armors to use is Mystile (found in Midgar during a visit to Part 2 and the Northern Cave), as its defenses and magical defenses avoid speed are high. Most status effects,
both positive and negative, move to subsequent battles, so if a player throws Haste or Big Guard in the first battle, Rush will carry out the entire match. Regeneration is a useful way to maintain HP without the need for repeated treatment. The death sentence does not go to subsequent battles (even if a fellow state countdown Slow-numb does not). If you face Tonberry, you can
easily become insensitive by throwing Death Force with Enemy Skill Materia, which makes Tonberry's immediate death move omitted. If a player breaks a weapon, they can use the Goblin Punch from the Enemy Skill Matter to bypass the effect, although they will only do 75% of the normal attack (however, they can deal critical hits), and the player must be careful not to get the All
Break Handicap, at least not in the early stages. Since the handicap time that earns the most BP is in the seventh and eighth matches, and the handicap types that earn the most BP are Magic Materia Breaks and All Materia Breaks, the highest BP combination cannot be won with Escape magic, only Smoke Bomb items. If the All Lucky 7s effect is activated in the Battle Square,
the player will enter the next battle with 7777 HP after sending enemies, but without the All Lucky 7s effect. One command reactivates it. A reasonable strategy for success in The Golden Saucer is to enter with a full LIMIT indicator and Mime command. The player can imitate their Limit Break for each round as long as the command matter does not break and the counter is not set.
Another effective method of completing the Battle Square is to equip the following matter and combination: Magic Counter connected to Odin. enemies enemies First attack so often, the magic combination of Counter-Odin allows the player to eliminate entire rounds of enemies without taking action. Odin can also be associated with Sneak Attack. Independent Counter Attack
Matter as well as Counter Materia Support can also be used for great effect. After capturing Highwind in Part 2, there is a quarter chance of confronting the Ghost Ship's enemy in the final round, which can use Goannai's ability to throw the player out of battle. Using L4 Suicide or throwing healing objects at it can easily send a Ghost Ship. Changing the ghost ship is a unique item
that the player can pass on to the Kalm traveler. Special Match[edit | edit source] If a player bought an Omnislash and A W-Summon, if the Cloud had learned Omnislash and purchased an Ultima Cloud Weapon, they could take part in a special match that only the Cloud can take part in. The receptionist comments the Cloud is probably strong enough to take on top fighters, and
asks if he would like to participate in a private battle. A special match is more difficult than regular battles, and the reward is the Final Attack Material, which can be won once. The player cannot use a smoke bomb in the last round battle against Proud Clod; it will net all BPs as expected, but it won't earn Final Attack Matter. The player must eliminate all eight enemies. If a player
takes part in many special battles and wins multiple special battles, they will win worthless trophy items such as Dio's autograph. After winning special battles, the ribbon will be awarded ten times, but at this point there are easier ways to get it. Rewards vary depending on the number of wins: If a player's inventory is full on the first win, the player will not receive any reward and will
never be able to earn the final attack matter. In all times won, the player will receive a random reward at the following prices: Rate Reward 86/256 Autograph 86/256 Combat Diary 84/256 Gambler The enemy line-up is as follows: Other performances[edit | source] Final Fantasy demo VII[edit source] Main article: Final Fantasy VII demo Battle Square Demo The Battle Square
appeared in the demo port PC Final Fantasy VII. The player must fight the monsters as the Cloud to win. Enemies fought on rounds is an assortment of the same enemies that are fought in full game after getting highwind. Final Fantasy Record Keeper[edit | edition source] The Battle Square was the focal point of the Battle Arena challenge event. This section about the location in
Final Fantasy Record Keeper is empty or requires an extension. You can help final fantasy wiki by expanding it. Music Themes[edit | edit source] Problems with audio sample? As in the rest of the Golden Saucer, the eponym ouch Golden Saucer (ゴールgソードー, Gōrudo Sōsā?) plays in Battle Square. But hurry up during battles! (⽇天急!, Motto Isoge!?) Play. For | edit source]
Off course! A A mis-translated is used in Battle Square: when a player is asked if they want to continue, they are given off course options! and No, dear!. This has been corrected for the PC version to of course! and No way!. Consolation Prize Tissue has no value. The only possible goal is to track how many times one has participated in the battle arena. The tissues awarded as a
reward may be a reference to advertising strategies in Japan (as well as in China and Taiwan) because locals believe it is a crass to give away ads, so they advertise by giving away items of marginal value instead. The artwork for Tissue for Final Fantasy VII has an advertisement for the Honey Bee Inn on it. D Type Equipment, a piece in the Dio Museum, refers to an episode of
Neon Genesis Evangelion, where Asuka Langley fights an angel in magma and her armor is type D. Gallery[edit | edit source] Notes[edit | edit source] ↑ Hedgep Pie B is covered by Hedgep pie ↑ A Beachplug D is covered by Beachplug B ↑ Grangalan Jr. is covered by Grangalan Jr. A; Grangalan is covered by Grangalan Jr.Jr. A, Grangalan Jr. ↑ Grangalan Jr. is covered by
Grangalan Jr. A; Grangalan is covered by Grangalan Jr.Jr. A, Grangalan Jr. ↑ Flapbeat B is covered by Flapbeat A; Flapbeat C is covered with flapbeat D ↑ Cap B, C is covered with battery cover A; Battery cover D is covered with battery cover B; Battery cover E is covered with battery cover A, B, C; (a) The F-cap is covered with a battery cap C ↑ 7 and 8 battles are selected from
group A if this battle appears ↑ Screamer B is covered by Scream A ↑ Kyuvilduns D is covered by Kyuvilduns B; Kyuvilduns E is covered by Kyuvilduns B, Kyuvilduns C ↑ [sic], known as Mimett Greens on the menu. ↑ [sic], known as Enemy Lure in the menu. ↑ [sic], known as S-mine in menu ↑ [sic], known as right arm in menu ↑ [sic], known as Reagan Greens in menu ↑ [sic],
known as Champion Belt in menu ↑ 16.0 16.1 Only one ↑ Effect can be arranged by multiplication if selected more than once (1/4 of the original for two times, 1/8 for three times and so on). ↑ The 9999 HP limit is applied after the reduction. The maximum HP value can exceed 4,999. ↑ If the player had less than 10 HP, this handicap does not work) ↑ The effect can be arranged by
multiplication if selected more than once (1/4 of the original for two times, 1/8 for three times and so on). ↑ The 999 MP limit is applied after the reduction. The maximum MP value can exceed 499 by half. ↑ if the player was less than 10 MP, this handicap does not affect references[edit | source of editing] ↑ Final Fantasy VII Kaitai Shinsho The Complete, p.208 p.208
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